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The diagrams in this set can be used to depict action - reaction relationship. Whether you want to capture sequence of impact as in Domino effect, or multiple outcomes caused by one centre of influence like in Influence diagram – these diagram templates come in handy. Other concepts you can show using the diagrams in this set are - Ripple effect, Chain reactions and Trigger effect.
**Filename – PowerPoint Fishbone**

The fishbone diagram templates in this set are also called as Cause effect diagram templates or Ishikawa diagram templates. Some prefer to call these diagrams as fishbone analysis or fishbone chart. The blank fishbone diagram template (or fish diagram template) helps you in root cause analysis. We have included some interesting variations in this set to help you portray the concept of problem solving.

**Filename – PowerPoint Tree**

PowerPoint tree diagram templates set include cluster diagrams and decision trees. Cluster diagrams are used as graphic organizers for thought groups. They are also called as cloud diagrams. They are not only used for the regular decision tree analysis, but also for representing Family tree or Organization tree. You can even use them as network diagrams by combining them with relevant icons. The set includes diagrams that use Tree metaphor to show organization growth, ‘effort – result’ relationship and growth in branches or divisions.
FOLDER: CIRCLE DIAGRAM (21)

Filename – Circle diagram

In circle diagram template set you will find Circle quadrants, Donut diagrams, Ring diagrams and Circular segment diagrams. The diagrams are used to represent ‘part-whole’ relationship, cause - results relationship etc. You can find 3 part circle, 4 parts circle and concentric circles to express your ideas.

Filename – Onion diagram

An Onion diagram shows dependencies among parts of an organization or process. It is made of concentric circles. The set also contains Core Diagram templates. Whether you want to represent core business process and dependencies or layers of interaction, the diagrams in this set are useful. The diagrams can also be used to represent ripple effect or influencing factors.
Filename - Wheel diagram

Wheel diagram template shows Hub and Spoke relationship. It is also referred to as wheel chart. The set has charts with 2, 3 and 4 segments to suit your convenience. These conceptual pie diagrams and donut diagrams are useful to represent marketing concepts and strategic components.
Folder: Consulting Diagrams (83)

Filename: PowerPoint 5 factors

The 5 factors PowerPoint diagram template set helps you portray any five factor model. For example, you can use the diagrams to depict Porter’s five forces model, big five personality traits model, five factor diet models, five factor credit score model, EP3M model, performance pentagon model etc. Variations included are five inward arrows, five pie segments, five sides of a prism, five petals of a flower etc.

Filename: Balanced Score card

The 13 diagrams in this Balanced Score Card diagram set are used to convey concepts regarding strategic performance management, Key Performance Indicators, Corporate governance and Business management systems. You can use the diagrams to portray Kaplan Score card, procurement score card, Maisel Model etc. There are variations included to convey Strategic visioning process as well.
Filename: PowerPoint PEST

This diagram set helps you depict PEST (Political, Economic, Social and Technological factors) and PESTEL (Political, Economic, Social and Technological, Environmental and Legal factors) models. The models are used for depicting Enterprise Planning Systems, marketing environment and competitor analysis. We have included several design variations to help you easily alter the model and use it to represent various other models like 4Ps - Marketing mix model etc. You can even convey six forces model or opportunities analysis model.

Filename: PowerPoint Porter’s

The diagram set is used to depict Porter’s five forces model, Porter’s five forces analysis or competitive forces model. It is also called as Porter’s Diamond model. It is useful for Strategic planning and Market analysis presentations. We have included a number of design variations to help you portray the five forces of Potential entrants, buyer power, supplier power, threat of substitutes and industry rivalry - to suit your specific needs.

Filename: PowerPoint Product Life Cycle

The Product Life cycle diagram set helps you portray Product Life Cycle Management or PLCM. The life cycle curve depicts four stages viz. Introduction, Growth, Maturity and Decline in a visually interesting way. You can also use the diagram to convey Systems Development life cycle (SDLC) and Technology adoption life cycle. Edit the diagram to show Innovators, Early adopters, Early Majority, Late Majority and Laggards. You can also show the chasm in the early adoption stage. There are design variations to help you convey Brand evolution, version development and transformation.
Filename: PowerPoint SWOT

A SWOT diagram template set is used to analyze Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. SWOT analysis is used Strategic planning, corporate planning or Environment scanning presentations to assess competitive advantages based on Internal and External factors. You can easily modify the template and use it to represent VRIO framework or Value, Rarity, Imitability, Organization model. You can also use it for COPE analysis (Conditions/Performance analysis) and represent Champions, Defiants, Outcasts and Laggers.
Filename: PowerPoint Venn

PowerPoint Venn diagram template is used to represent overlapping relationships or compare and contrast relationships. It is also called as Set diagram, overlapping circles etc. In the set you will find blank 2 way Venn, 3 way Venn, 4 way Venn and 5 way Venn diagram templates. The set also includes Euler diagram with 4 circles. We have included a number of design and shape variations to help you capture your ideas more accurately. Individual components of the diagram template are editable.

Filename: V diagram

V diagram or V model diagram is used to represent Software development process. It is also applicable to hardware development. It is seen as an extension of Waterfall model. The V-Model demonstrates the relationships between each phase of the development life cycle and its associated phase of testing. We have included variations to represent Architecture Vee and Entity Vee models.
Filename: Extreme custom animation

In Extreme PowerPoint custom animation templates we included diagrams that use sophisticated custom animation for impact and emphasis. You can use them in your e-learning courses, company presentations, sales and marketing presentations. You can use the diagrams for: Interesting agendas, impactful introduction of top management, eight factors or outcomes, six reasons, four phases, 3 levels, 5 quality stars etc. Save hours of work and make a lasting impression on your business audience.
**Filename: PowerPoint 3D Arrows**

PowerPoint 3D arrows have wide variety of uses. These PowerPoint arrows can be used to represent Upward or Downward trend, four sides of an issue, multiple directions, multiple causes, multiple views or multiple factors. Other keywords that represent these diagrams are: 3D arrow, PowerPoint arrow shapes, arrow graphics, 3D arrow model and PPT arrows.
Filename: PowerPoint 3D shapes

PowerPoint 3D shapes diagram templates has 3D steps, 3D star, 3D pentagon, Pentagon web diagram, Honeycomb diagram, Hexagon diagram, PowerPoint stairs, Hexagon pie etc. The other keywords that describe the diagrams in this set are: 3D shapes, PowerPoint 3D, PowerPoint shape and 3D PowerPoint.

Filename: PowerPoint Growth

PowerPoint growth diagram templates are used to represent business growth, career growth, team growth, revenue growth, market share growth etc. There are design variations included to represent growth over obstacles, growth in relation to risks, growth in levels and even decline in performance. There are also representations of corporate ladder and strategic direction. Other keywords that indicate this set are PowerPoint ladder and Growth diagram.
Filename: PowerPoint Steps

PowerPoint steps diagram template is used to represent stepwise progress. You can represent steps in process, how to steps for instructional design, steps to reach a goal, steps in levels and sequential steps. Variations are included to depict corporate ladder, stairs to reach higher levels, footsteps towards goal, rungs to climb etc. Other keywords that indicate the diagram set are: PowerPoint stairs and stages diagram.
Editable PowerPoint charts templates are not data driven charts. They are used to represent quantitative differences in a conceptual way. The chart set includes thermometer chart, dashboard chart, meter chart, battery chart and fill levels chart. The concepts you can represent are: Performance levels, market position, comparative ranks etc.

PowerPoint Gantt chart templates are used to represent work breakdown structure of a project schedule. They are used in Project management presentation. The chart shows the start and end dates of the terminal and summary elements of a project. Variation of Gantt chart includes charts for 1 week, 2 weeks, month, 1 year and 5 years. There are some open options to help you define the timelines. The other keywords that represent the diagram set are: Gantt planning, Gantt planner, project Gantt, Gantt diagram and Gantt chart PowerPoint.
Filename: PowerPoint Pareto

PowerPoint Pareto diagram templates are used to showcase Pareto principle (also called as 80-20 rule and law of the vital few). The diagram set includes a data driven Pareto diagram (Pareto chart). Diagrams in the set help you to explain the concept of 20% effort yielding 80% result. We have also included conceptual pie chart that shows 70-30 split and 70-20-10 split (which is used in Human resource concepts). Variation includes iceberg diagram which explains that in most problems only 10% of the symptoms are obvious and 90% of the causes are hidden. Other keywords that indicate the diagram set are: Pareto template and cause - effect chart.

Filename: PowerPoint Org Chart

PowerPoint Org chart templates show organization structure and the relative ranks of the various positions in the organization. It is used in presentations related to workforce planning, organizational design, reorganization, mergers and acquisitions and succession planning. The diagram set shows hierarchical charts, matrix charts and flat charts. The other keywords related to the chart are: Organigraph and Organogram.
FOLDER: POWERPOINT CONCEPTS (84)

Filename: PowerPoint chain

PowerPoint chain chart templates are used to represent relationship connections. The diagram set has (a) Value chain diagram template used in marketing presentations, (b) buying process chain from the viewpoint of the customer, and (c) Supply chain management diagram. The other concepts you can convey using the diagrams in the set are: Critical link in the chain, broken link, secured link, multiple connections etc. The other keywords that indicate the diagrams in this set are; Chain diagram, Chain chart, Supply chain chart and Value chain chart.
Filename: PowerPoint Concepts

PowerPoint concepts templates set has a wide array of business concepts expressed using metaphors and analogies. The concepts depicted are: Leverage, Differentiation, moving from confusion to clarity, multiple directions, decision making, issue discussion, motivating factors, time management, classification of tasks, brainstorming, generating bright ideas, moving from a dull idea to bright idea, finding right keys to problems, sharing the burden using pulleys as metaphor, stacking up options, Dos and Don’ts, Points favoring the decision and against the decision, falling in a trap, strategic directions, contrasting options etc. The diagrams will help you communicate your soft ideas in a clear and concrete way. Other keywords that indicate diagrams in this set are: business concepts, management concepts and strategy concepts.
Filename: PowerPoint Pros and Cons

PowerPoint pros and cons diagram templates help you capture alternate viewpoints or to evaluate options for their merit or value. The set includes Yin Yang diagram. Some concepts you can communicate using the diagrams in the set are: Objective evaluation, idea clusters, opinion poll, positives and negatives, Yes or No points, for and against points, Right and wrong points and two sided arguments. The diagrams are a better way to represent contrasting opinion than T - charts which are used for similar purposes. The other keywords that indicate diagrams in this pack are: T chart and T diagram.
**Filename: Sales Concepts**

Sales concepts template set has a number of readymade sales concepts which you can copy to your presentation slides. The sales concepts included in the set are: Sales management, Input – throughput and output, processing, various motivation levels, organize – categorize – act method, One to one campaign versus Viral campaign, selecting the right tool for the right problem, problem resolution method, selecting the right options from many choices, understanding and prioritizing needs, Classifying And Sorting Options, snowball effect, Movement From Prospecting Leads To Sales Conversion, Sales Pipeline, sales funnel, relationship balance, picking the right prospect and recruiting the right sales person. The other keywords that indicate the diagrams in this set are: selling concept, marketing concept, management concept, selling principles etc.
Filename: PowerPoint Bar Graph

The designer PowerPoint bar graph templates are completely data driven and elegant. The set has beautiful 3D bar charts and column charts that give a professional look and feel. Apart from the regular column charts, there are stacked column charts and 100% stacked column charts. We’ve also include data driven waterfall chart. The bar and column charts are beveled with appropriate lighting. There are variations in the shape of the bars and columns. The set has 3D pyramid graphs, cylinder graphs and cone graphs. The bar graphs are professionally animated to enhance message clarity. Other keywords that indicate the diagram set are: PowerPoint bar chart, PowerPoint column chart and waterfall chart.
Filename: PowerPoint Pie Chart

The stunning set of PowerPoint pie chart templates are fully data driven. The designer 3D pie charts are beveled. Borders and gloss are added to some of the pie graphs to add that extra impact. Professional colors, shadows, backgrounds, call outs and silhouettes take the look and feel of the charts to a whole new level. The variations included are: Drilled down pie charts, doughnut charts and segmented doughnut charts. The pie charts are professionally animated to enhance message clarity. The other keywords that indicate the pie charts in this set are: pie graphs, pie charts and donut charts.
**Filename: PowerPoint Graphs**

PowerPoint graph template set has a collection of line graphs, area charts, scatter plot charts, bubble charts and radar charts. We’ve included a lot of interesting 3D variations for the line charts and stacked area charts. We’ve added relevant silhouettes, shadows, shapes and bevels to enhance the slickness of the charts. The graphs are professionally animated to enhance message clarity. The other keywords that indicate the graphs in this set are: blank line graphs, PowerPoint scatter plot, radar charts, scatter charts, bubble charts and spider web chart.
Filename: PowerPoint Calendar

PowerPoint calendar templates are useful for creating schedules, plan deliverables, track turnaround times etc. The variations included are: Yearly schedule template, monthly calendar, and phase wise schedule. We have also included monthly, bi monthly, quarterly and half yearly updates. The other keywords that indicate PowerPoint calendar are: Calendar template and schedule template.
Filename: PowerPoint Matrix

PowerPoint matrix template set has a number of variants including 2x2 matrix and 3x3 matrix. The set has a number of 4 quadrant matrix charts including Market diversification matrix, BCG matrix, Ansoff matrix, Product positioning matrix, decision matrix, information reporting matrix, comparison matrix, matrix with images, numbered matrix and 3D matrix. All the matrix diagrams are editable and professionally animated where required. The other keywords that indicate matrix diagrams in this set are: Boston matrix, Boston Consulting Group matrix, BCG analysis, consulting matrix, Ansoff model, Ansoff grid, decision matrix, criteria matrix etc.
Filename – PowerPoint Cycle

PowerPoint cycle diagrams are used to represent cyclic processes. The diagrams in this set can also be called cycle diagrams. Whether you want to represent Plan- Do- Check – Act cycle, Working capital cycle, Cash flow cycle, Project Life cycle or Learning cycle the PowerPoint cycle diagram templates will come in handy.

Filename: PowerPoint Circle

PowerPoint circle diagram template is useful to depict cyclic processes. Circle charts are also used to show reinforcing factors and loops. They are used in consulting presentations, strategic and management presentations. You can use it to represent software development cycle, any process or product development cycle, project life cycle, communication cycle, delivering assessment cycle, coercive cycle, quality cycle etc. The variations include 8 step circular arrows, 5 step circular chevrons etc. The other keywords that relate to this diagram set are: PowerPoint circle diagram, PowerPoint circle graph, Deming cycle diagram, congruent circle diagram and PowerPoint circle chart.
**Filename: PowerPoint Process**

PowerPoint process diagram template helps you visualize your process with ease. The diagrams can be used to show looped processes, circular flows, cyclic process, linear process, pipeline flow etc. You can portray specific models like Analyze, Plan, Implement and Review model, Waterfall model or any other customized processes. We have used split chevrons; custom arrows and text boxes to represent the steps in the process. Some variations using custom arrows are: 3 causes – 1 result, 2 causes – 1 result or 1 cause – 2 result combinations. Other keywords that point to this diagram template set are: Process charts, Waterfall chart, Sales process chart and blank process template.
**Filename: Scrum PowerPoint**

Scrum is an iterative, incremental framework for project management. It is used for management and product development projects. The diagram helps you to show Scrum approach, scrum cycle and scrum roles. The other keywords that indicate this diagram set are: PowerPoint scrum and scrum template.
**Filename: PowerPoint Arrows**

PowerPoint arrows diagram templates are useful to show interrelated factors, give and take interaction etc. Variations include PowerPoint 3D arrow and Curved arrow. The other keywords that indicate the diagram set are: arrow shapes, curved arrows, arrow chart, arrow diagram and circle of arrows.
**Filename: PowerPoint Cube**

*PowerPoint cube diagram templates* are used to represent concepts with multiple dimensions. For example, each of the three axes could represent a parameter like customer dimension, product dimension and time dimension. The concepts you can represent using *PowerPoint cube* are: *diversity, understanding different facets of a concept, fitting the pieces together, center pieces that stay constant, corner pieces that hold the faces together, three sides of an issue, three levels of building business, three verticals of a business, building a team* etc. Variations included in the diagram set are *Puzzle cube, cube faces with images and a number of cube shapes* from different angles for your use. Other keywords that represent *PowerPoint cube diagram templates* are: *3D cube PowerPoint, cube diagram* and *cube chart*.

**Filename: PowerPoint Filter Diagram**

*PowerPoint filter diagram* templates are used in strategy, consulting and marketing presentations. The concepts you can convey using the diagrams in the set are: *Filtering based on certain parameters, filtering levels, filtering levels, Filtering steps and stage wise filters*. The other keywords that relate to the diagrams in this set are: *Filtering process, Filter process* and *Filtration process*. 
Filename: PowerPoint Funnel

PowerPoint funnel diagram template is used a lot in marketing presentations. The various representations of funnel diagram are: Prospecting funnel, sales conversion funnel, sales pipeline, Sales funnel, Marketing funnel, leads funnel and recruitment funnel. The variations included in the set are: layered filter and stage wise filter. Other keywords that describe the diagrams are: Funnel chart, funnel diagram, Sales funnel, sales pipeline, sales funnel chart, purchase funnel diagram and 3D funnel.

Filename: PowerPoint Spheres

PowerPoint spheres are used as part of most PowerPoint diagrams. Whether it is spheres with core or connected spheres – these 3D spheres have a variety of applications. Some concepts you can convey using the diagrams in this set are: Holding the centre stage, networking, inter connected processes, leading factors etc. Other keywords that point to this diagram set are: Sphere PowerPoint and 3D sphere PowerPoint.
Filename: PowerPoint Callouts

PowerPoint callouts set has a number of cool callouts, badges, buttons and stickers to spice up your slides. The variations included are star bursts, ribbons, peel back stickers, board magnets, tags, tab notes, bulletin board etc. Other keywords that point to this set are: PowerPoint stickers and PowerPoint buttons.
**Filename: PowerPoint Goals**

**PowerPoint goals** diagram templates are used in strategy presentations. Concepts you can convey using the diagrams in the set are: growing towards the goal, factors involved in goal achievement, progressive movement towards the goal, aligning towards a team's common goal, teams working towards a goal, way to achieve the goal, factors to be No.1, factors involved in reaching success, crossing the barriers to reach the goal, finding a way through barriers etc. The other keywords that lead to this diagram set are: **goals PowerPoint** and **Goal setting PowerPoint**.
Filename: PowerPoint Strategy

PowerPoint strategy diagram templates help you convey leadership and strategic concepts like achieving the vision, vision and mission statement, building business, pros and cons in strategy, positive and negative impact of leadership, sales strategy, 4 views on a point, strategic priorities, view from the top, understanding the strategy, global perspective, three stages of leadership etc. Other keywords that relate to the diagram set are: Strategy template PowerPoint, business strategy PowerPoint, strategy template, strategy PowerPoint, HR strategy template and IT strategy template.
Filename: PowerPoint Target

PowerPoint target diagram template is used in Sales, marketing, consulting and strategic presentations. Whether you want to convey ideas about target market, target customer or revenue targets, the diagram in this set come in handy. The variation included in the set are: growing towards the target, tasks to reach the target, steps towards the target, aiming for the target, stages in meeting the target, barriers to goal achievement, confusion caused by multiple targets, 8 factors to reach the goal, leadership team, getting through the maze and finding a way out. The other keywords that indicate the diagrams in the set are: target template, target PowerPoint template, target charts and target diagrams.
PowerPoint agenda templates are helpful to present Presentation Menu, list of items to be covered or Table of contents. It is helpful to organize information. The agenda slides are professionally animated. Variations include flower diagram that can be used as agenda slide and creative agenda using images. Other keywords that showcase the diagram set are: Presentation agenda template, agenda template, agenda slide and agenda in PowerPoint.
Filename: PowerPoint Checklist

PowerPoint checklist is used a lot in Investor presentations for Initial Public Offerings, Annual general meetings and financial seminars. Variations include checklist with images, numbered lists, quiz templates, checklists you can tick off etc. You can use the checklists for business continuity planning, auditing of processes, business planning etc. Other keywords that point to PowerPoint checklist diagram set are: Presentation checklist and checklist template.

Filename: PowerPoint Lists

Templates for PowerPoint lists offer an elegant alternative to the boring bullet points used in presentations. The list items are professionally animated and are easily editable. Whether you want to list ingredients, list types, list topics, list actionable, write a wish list or to do list these templates will help you make an impression. Variations include images to support the list, torn paper, note paper list etc. Other keywords that point to the templates in this set are: Presentation list and list template.
**Filename: PowerPoint Questions Slide**

PowerPoint questions slide templates are tastefully designed to encourage questions from audience at the end of your presentation. The slides are professionally animated. Variations included in the template set are: questions with images and text. The template set also includes PowerPoint quote slides to include verbatim quotes. Other keywords that point to this templates slide set are: PowerPoint quotes and quotes PowerPoint.

---

**Filename: PowerPoint Thank You**

PowerPoint thank you slide templates are elegantly designed to ensure that you leave a lasting last impression on your audience’s mind at the end of your presentation. The template is designed to display your contact information or key benefit summary. Variations include Thank you slide with page curls and a lot of space to list down next action steps. The other keywords that point to this template set are: thank you PowerPoint, thank you slide PowerPoint, end slide, thank you slide for PowerPoint presentation and thank you PowerPoint background.
Filename: PowerPoint Text Boxes

PowerPoint text boxes diagram templates are designed to help you place your text in a professional layout. Variations are included for 2, 3 and 4 text boxes, elegantly laid out to grab and retain your audience’s attention to your message. There are placeholders for images to add clarity to your message. You can communicate standard models like SIPOC model or business maturity model using these textboxes. The other keywords that point to this diagram set are: textboxes PowerPoint, text boxes presentation and PowerPoint text.

More Text boxes continued...
PowerPoint roadmap diagram templates are used to depict steps to reach short term and long term goals. The roadmap plan may apply to new product or process. A roadmap helps a business team to forecast, arrive at a consensus and provide a framework to plan and coordinate action. The concepts you may communicate using the variations in the roadmap template set are: Next steps, milestones, priorities, steps along the way, schedule of action and stage wise progress. Other keywords that point to the templates in this set are: Product roadmap, Technology roadmap, roadmap template and maturity roadmap.
Filename: PowerPoint Timeline

PowerPoint timeline helps you display a list of events in chronological order. They may be project milestones or significant events of the past. They help audience understand events and trends over time. Timelines are used in company presentations, project presentations, investor/ Initial public offering presentations etc. The concepts you may explain using timeline templates in this diagram set are: Comparison between years, Progress across time, Photos of events over time, evolution of organization over time, etc. Other keywords that point to PowerPoint timeline set are: timeline template and timeline in PowerPoint.
**Filename: PowerPoint Balance**

PowerPoint balance diagram template is used to convey concepts like evaluation of options, weighted arguments, weighing pros and cons, advantages and disadvantages, positives and negatives, deciding for and against etc. It is used in marketing, strategic and consulting presentations. Here are some popular concepts explained using the balance diagram: Work life balance, risk reward balance, comparing apples to oranges, time – money return etc. The scales diagram is used to represent justice and law. The other keywords that indicate diagrams in set are: PowerPoint scales and Scales PowerPoint.

---

**Filename: PowerPoint Bridge**

PowerPoint bridge diagram template is used to show connection between two options or stages. You can relate different situations, positions and teams using bridge as a metaphor. Some concepts you can explain using bridge chart are: Before – After connection, from – to connection, old way – new way relation, where we are to where we want to be, present to desired state, bridging the gap, connection between two teams and continuum. The other keywords that relate to the diagrams in this set are: bridge chart and bridge diagram.
Filename: PowerPoint Gears

PowerPoint gears templates are used to signify processing. So, the diagrams are used in process presentations and strategy presentations. Concepts you can explain using the diagram templates are: Hands on approach, alignment of processes, working of a relationship, connected processes, process deadlines etc. The other keywords that point to the diagrams in this template are: 3D gears, process gears, gear wheels, gear diagram and gear chart.

Filename: PowerPoint Pillar

PowerPoint pillar diagram template is used a lot in strategic presentations and consulting presentations. Some of the common uses of the diagram are: to represent organization values, Total Performance Management pillars, 5S quality pillar etc. Other keywords that indicate the diagrams in this set are: Pillar diagram, pillar chart, pillar shapes, temple diagram, pantheon diagram and temple chart.
Filename: PowerPoint Puzzle

PowerPoint puzzle diagram template is used to show interrelated ideas or concepts. The diagram is useful in just about any type of presentation. The concepts you can convey using the diagram template are: parts of a puzzle, support structure, fitting the missing piece, collective contribution etc. The other keywords that point to the diagrams in this set are: PowerPoint puzzle pieces, PowerPoint puzzle template, PowerPoint jigsaw puzzle and PowerPoint puzzle chart.

Filename: PowerPoint SmartArt Style

PowerPoint SmartArt style diagram templates are created with more style and more flexibility compared to the usual SmartArt diagrams. The concepts you can convey using the diagrams in this set are: 3 types of arguments, four quadrants, four levels of entry and four contrasting views. The other keywords that point to the diagrams in this set are: SmartArt graphics and PowerPoint SmartArt graphics.
**Filename: Spiral Chart**

Spiral chart diagram templates are used to illustrate movement from initial to final situation, and the changes that happen along the path. The direction of the spiral may be adjusted to suit the concept you want to convey. The variations included can help you convey a variety of concepts including – downward spiral of a situation, pressures from both sides forcing a certain decision, two factors pushing against each other, impact of a pressing factor and gradual increase in significance of an issue as it moves along the spiral. The other keywords that point to the spiral chart templates are: Spiral diagram, Spiral graph and PowerPoint spiral.

**Filename: Unique PowerPoint Diagrams**

Unique PowerPoint diagram templates include models that are commonly found anywhere. The unique diagrams included are: Octopus diagram that helps you analyze multiple outcomes from one central issue, propeller diagram with 3, 4, 5 and 6 blades to help you capture connected factors that work in tandem to cause an overall impact, volcano diagram – that helps you capture the various repercussions of a dormant issue, Issue spider or Spider diagram – that helps you analyze all the connected ideas to a central theme, Y chart – that shows three aspects of an issue, butterfly diagram that shows two sides of connected issues with varying significance and other unique diagrams that help you convey the concept of collaboration.
These high quality business Icons in PowerPoint are logically grouped based on their underlying concepts. You can change the background and color of the icon set. We’ve shown options of how to use the icons in your presentations. They can be used in e-learning presentations, strategy presentations, marketing presentations, sales presentations, training presentations, human resources presentations etc. The editable nature, concept based grouping, alternatives for background and the professional quality of the icons make this set far superior to other similar business icon sets. The other keywords that indicate the business icons are: PNG icons, button icons and professional icons.
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